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Abstrat

We present in this paper a onstraint-based parsing tehnique relying on Property Grammar in whih

all information is represented by means of onstraints, the parsing proess being a onstraint satisfation

one. This tehnique is intrisially robust and allows the integration of di�erent soures of linguisti

knowledge.

1 Introdution

Interpreting a ommuniation at requires to take into aount all the aspets of linguisti analysis

(prosody, morphology, syntax, semantis, pragmatis, et..)
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We propose in this paper a representation by means of graphs in whih edges onnet positions

in the input signal. Eah edge represent a relation and the linguisti struture an then be seen

as a set of edges (possibly disontinuous). The example above represents suh an annotation graph

(f. [Bird00℄ or [Blahe00b℄) in whih di�erent edges represent phoneti, morphologi or syntaiti

information. This approah is fully inremental, in the sense given in [Johnson99℄: the interpretation

proess is desribed in terms of interation between properties desribing the linguisti domains. It is

thus neessary for eah domain to be represented in the same form. We propose to speify edges by

means of onstraints. These onstraints omes to building rules of new edges starting from sub-edges.

We present in this paper an appliation of this approah to parsing. The syntati level an indeed

illustrate the general mehanism. It is based on the result of a preliminary lexial analysis and aims

at the onstitution of the most total possible interpretation.

2 Property Grammars

Linguisti analysis an be desribed in terms of onstraint interation, as proposed in the onstraint-

based theories (see [Sag99℄ for a presentation of onstraint satisfation in suh theories). Almost

all modern linguisti theories make use of the notion of onstraint. But in most of the ases, they



are simply used as a �ltering mehanism as proposed for example by the Optimality Theory (see

[Kager99℄) or by Constraint Dependeny Grammars (f. [Shr�oder00℄).

The formalism of Property Grammars (f. [Blahe00a℄), by representing all the linguisti infor-

mation by means of onstraints, makes it possible to onsider the analysis proess as a onstraint

satisfation one. In Property Grammars, onstraints are stipulated over ategories whereas most

other approahes use onstraints over strutures (see for example [Shr�oder00℄ or [Duhier01℄). In

this last ase, as it is usually the ase in generative theories, one �rst have to build a struture and

then to verify its satis�ability. In Property Grammars, satis�ability an be heked diretly over the

initial objets (lexial ategories). The representation of syntati information relies over a limited

set of relations orresponding to the di�erent types of properties: linearity, dependeny, obligation,

exlusion, exigeny, onstitueny, uniqueness.

Property De�nition Example

Constitueny (onst) Set of ategories onstituting a phrase. Const(NP) = fDet, AP, N, PP, Sup, Prog

Head ( head) Set of ompulsory, unique ategories (heads). Head(NP) = fN, Prog

Uniqueness ( uniq)

Set of ategories whih annot be repeated in

a phrase.

Uniq(NP) = fDet, N, AP, PP, Sup, Prog

Requirement ( )) Coourreny between sets of ategories. N[om℄ ) Det

Exlusion ( 6,)

Restrition of oourrene between sets of

ategories.

AP 6, Sup

Linearity ( �) Linear preedene onstraints. Det � N

Dependeny ( ;) Dependeny relations between ategories. Adj ; N

We all in the following haraterization the state of the onstraint system after evaluation: it

ontains for a given set of ategories the set of satis�ed properties (noted P

+

) and the set of violated

ones (noted P

+

).
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An interesting aspet of this approah is the diret equivalene be-

tween a onstraint system and a graph: eah property desribing

a ategory an orrespond to what we all a onstraint graph. In

the following, we all the desribed ategory the root of the graph.

The �gure (1) represents a subset of properties desribing the NP:

eah property is represented as an edge between ategories.

In this representation,  stands for onstitueny, d for dependeny, x for exlusion, p stands for

preedene, h stands for head, r stands for requirement. It is possible to represent a syntati struture

as a set of graphs that an be onneted to eah other with any kind of relation (inluding none). Any

input an then be assoiated with a desription: parsing an ill-formed sentene an then lead to a set

of graphs. During parsing, a graph is built on the basis of relevant onstraint graphs. It indiates all

the properties satis�ed by a given set of ategories. Suh a graph is alled desription graph. A set of

ategories partiipates to the haraterization of a phrase when suh a graph an be built.

3 The parsing level

In this framework, parsing omes to build the syntati edges by means of onstraint graphs spei�ed in

a property grammar. An edge is reated when a set C of ategories (lexial or not) an haraterize an

upper-level ategory XP. A positive haraterization means that C satisfy all the properties desribing

XP. In terms of graphs suh a haraterization is represented by a desription graph. An edge is built

when suh a graph exists and onnets the �rst and last ategories of C. It is labeled with XP, the

desription graph representing the properties haraterizing XP plus a set of features.

The parsing mehanism itself onsists in seleting a set of edges and verifying its sati�ability with



respet to the onstraint graphs of the grammar. Suh a veri�ation omes in the end to building a

new edge. The new ar is labeled, taking into onsideration all phrasal ategories likely to ontain the

ategories of this initial set. One this ategory is determined, a new edge is reated whih onstitutes

a valid interpretation if it satis�es the set of relevant onstraints in the grammar. As far as parsing

ill-formed inputs is onerned, it is interesting to note that it is possible to build new edges with non

positive haraterization by relaxing onstraints. More preisely, the edges built by the parser an

be restrited to the positively haraterized ategories (parsing only grammatial inputs). But they

an also desribe ategories that violate some onstraints. The algorithm shema an be desribed as

follows:

1. urrent level is 1

2. repeat

3. for eah input node (from �rst to last)

4. for eah edge e

i

(from urrent level - 1 to level 0) whih begins in urrent node

5. for eah onstraint graph rooted by P ontaining e

i

6. initialize a new edge E with label P inluding e

i

7. Build(E)

8. if (E ontains at least one edge of urrent level - 1)

and SAT(E)

then reate a opy of E at the urrent level

9. for eah edge e

j

of lower level (in inreasing order)

10. Build(E + e

j

)

end for eah

end Build

end for eah

end for eah

end for eah

11. inrement urrent level

12. until no node is reated at the previous level

In this algorithm, determining the ategory of a new edge omes to �nd a orresponding graph of

onstraints (f. instrution 5). It is possible, in spite of using an entire set of onstraints, to use

a single one, for example dependeny or onstitueny. In this ase, one simply have to replae the

instrution 5 with :

5. for eah P suh that e

i

2 onst(P)

It is also possible to rule out some ases by �ltering the seletion of possible sub-edges to be added

to the urrent one with the instrution:

9-bis. if (e

j

an follow E (i.e beginning on the following node)) and (e

j

2 onst(E))

4 Some results

A property grammar parser has been developed and tested for Frenh. The grammar overs main syn-

tati phenomena suh as relatives, sentene omplements, adverbial phrases, noun lauses, lefts or

oordinations. The parser has been evaluated over a set of 622 sentenes (18,083 words) from the news-

paper \Le Monde" tagged and disambiguated by Talana (see http://www.talana.linguist.jussieu.fr).

The parser generates a total of 37,821 edges (around 60.8 edges per sentene). The following results

shows in the �rst olumn (Generated edges) the edge distribution aording to the ategories. The

seond olumn (MC edges) indiates the number of edges that partiipate to a solution (a maximal

overage). The perentage in the sub-row indiates the proportion of edges atually used w.r.t. the



total amount. In the third olumn (Root edges), the number of edges onstituting a maximal overage

is indiated. The perentage in the sub-row indiates the proportion of suh edges w.r.t the number of

edges partiipating to a solution. The fourth olumn (Used edges) indiates the number of edges used

at a higher level (not neessarily in a �nal solution). Finally, the last olumn indiates the average

depth of eah phrase partiipating to a solution.

Category Generated Edges MC edges Root edges Used edges Depth

VP 10181 26.9% 583 5.7% 189 29.0% 483 55.6% 3.96

NP 10042 26.6% 798 7.9% 88 13.5% 223 24.2% 3.15

PP 6500 17.2% 1454 22.4% 40 6.1% 58 10.5% 4.03

AP 5138 13.6% 766 14.9% 28 4.3% 104 20.4% 3.66

S 3743 9.9% 294 7.9% 272 41.8% 248 87.3% 5.52

AdvP 1004 2.7% 485 48.3% 0 0.0% 30 38.5% 1.00

Rel 858 2.3% 126 14.7% 25 3.8% 10 19.6% 3.90

Cir 338 0.9% 228 67.5% 9 1.4% 4 12.1% 6.25

Sup 17 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 50.0% 1.00

The parser always proposes a desription for an input in terms of satis�ed and non satis�ed prop-

erties. This means that a solution is a P that overs the entire input. In the ase where suh a P

annot be found, a partial desription of the input an be given anyway. This partiularity is obviously

important when parsing ill-formed input.

5 Conlusion

Property grammars allow (1) a diret representation of all information by means of onstraints and (2)

the use of onstraint satisfation for parsing without needing any other mehanism. This means that,

whatever its form (i.e. even for non grammatial utteranes), the system an build a haraterization

of an input. Moreover, a set of onstraints an be interpreted as a graph. Suh a harateristis is

important with respet to robustness: the linguisti struture is no more a hierarhial one (i.e. a

tree-like struture) and allows the representation of partial or non onneted strutures.
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